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Section 1

RULE 2 -;. DE}~INITI()NS

: live and Dead Ball ..'. :

ARTICLE 1. A live ball is a ball in play while a down is in progress. A dead
ball is that period between downs when the ball is not in play.

Loose Ball
ARTIGLe:2. A loose ball is a liv~ bl1l1 not in pl<tyer P9ssession.i.e;Any

kick, pass or fumble.

When Ball is Ready-for-Play

ARTIGLE3... A deacJ ball is ready-for-play when the .Ft~f~r~~: a.lf time is in,
sounds whistle and signals "ready-for-play." b. If time is out, sounds the whistle
and signals either "start the clock"or'.'i:>all ready-for-play."

'n Possession
ARTICLE 4. "In Possession" is an abbreviation meaning "in possession

a live ball:' A player is a possession when bbth hblding and contrblling the ball. A
team is in possession: when one of its players is in possession; while a punt,
drop kick,. or placekick is being attempted; while a forward pass thrown Wone of
its players is in flight, or during a fumble, backward pass, or illegalforwardpas$.

Catch, Interception, Recovery
. ARTICkE 5,A catch is an act of establishing player.possessior\of <t live

ball in flight. A catch of an opponent's pass or fUl11ble bef9r~ it hits the gr°l.lnd is
an inten~~pti9!1. $~pl.Jring pOf)sessionof I1.Jivei:>allaft~r it .stri.k~s th~grOU!1d is
"recovering" it. If a pll1yerattempts a catch, intercE;}ption, or recovery While in the
air the ball must be in control when the player returnf)to the .grQund i!1bounds..

Section .2. ... Blocking

ARTIQLE 1. . Blocking .is legally pbf)tructingan,oPPc>neot by pontactjng the
opponent withaoypart oftheblocker's body. Bloc:kers must b~ on their feet
before, during, and after contact .is made with an opponE;}ot Two 9!10nE;} bloc~i!1g
shall be limited to the area on anCi behind the neutral zone. Under no condition
shall a high~low or rolling blbck be permitted.

Blocker is allowed to contact only that portion of the opponent's body
between the waist and shoulders. E)(ception: A blocker who loses personal body
contrQl due to an. opponent's aggressiveness after contact sh,all not b~. penalized.

Contl1ct withanopp6nent l11ay bCClJr 9nly between tl1E;}opponent'swaist
and neck. There shall be no cross body blocking. No downfieldblocking.

Offensive players may use an extended arm (PrQ block) provided palms are
facing opponent and blocker is either stationary or moving backward.
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Section 3

When using a hand or forearm block, the elbow must be outside the
shoulder. The blocker's hands may not be locked. The blocker may not swing,
throw, or flip the elbow or forearm. The hands may be closed or cupped but the
palms may not be facing the opponent being blocked.

Downfield blocking is defined as a runner moving in advance of the ball
carrier (screening), such player not in legal position to assist ball carrier by being
able to receive legal handoff or backward pass - whether or not contact with an

opponent occurs.

Section 3. Clipping

ARTICLE 1. Clipping is running or diving into the back, or throwing or
dropping the body across the back of the leg or legs of an opponent or pushing
an opponent in the back other than the runner.

Section 4. Down and Between Downs

ARTICLE 1. A down is a unit of the game which starts, after the ball is
ready-for-play, with a snap or free kick and end~ .when the ball next becomes
dead. Between downs is the interval during which ball is dead.

Section 5. Fair Catch

ARTICLE 1. A fair catch is a catch of a kick untouched beyond the neutral
zone, by a player of the receiving team, who has signalled their intention by.. ..
extending one arm and hand only above the head and waving the hand from sideto side of the body more than once. . ..

ARTICLE 2. An invalid signal is any signal by a player that does not meet
the requirements of a valid signal.

ARTICLE 3. An illegal fair catch signal is a valid or invalid signal given by
any member of the receiving team after the kick is touched by any member of the
receiving team or after the kick has touched the ground.

Section 6. Foul and Violation

ARTICLE 1. A foul is a rule infraction for which a penalty is prescribed. A
violation is a rule infraction for wHich no penalty is prescribed and which does not
offset the penalty for a foul.

Section 7. Fumble-Muff-Batting- Touching Ball

Fumble
ARTICLE 1. A fumble is loss of ball by a player in possession during an

unsuccessful attempt to hold, handoff, backward pass, or kick the ball.
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Section 8

Muff
ARTICLE 2. A muff is an unsuccessful attempt to ca.tch or recover a ball,

the ball being touched in the attempt.

Batting
ARTICLE 3. Batting the ball is intentionally striking a loose ball withthE~

arm or hand.

Touching ~all
ARTICLE 4. Touching the Ball denotes any contact with it.

Section 8. Goal Lines

ARTICLE 1. Each goal line is a v~rtical plane separating an end zone from
the field of play.

Section. 9. Handing the Ball

ARTICLE 1. Handing the ball i~ transferring player-possession from one
teammate to another without throwing, fUtT1bling or kicking it.

SectionlO.Huddle

ARTICLE 1. A huddle is two or more offensive players grouped together
after the ball is ready for play before or after they have assumed a scrimmage
formation prior to the snap.

Section lLHurdling
ARTICLE 1. Hurdling is an attempt by the runner to jump with both feet

foremost over any player(s) still on their feet.

Section 12. Kicks

Legal and Illegal Kicks

ARTICLE 1. A legal kick i~a pu~t, dr()p kicke>r pl;;lc.e kick by a player of the
team in possession when such kick is permitted by rule. Deliberately kicking the
ball in any other manner is illegal. Any kick continues to bea kick until it is caught
or recovered by a player or becomes dead.

Punt
ARTICLE 2. A punt is kicking the ball by the player who drops and kicks it

before it strikes the ground.
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Section 13

Drop Kick
ARTICLE 3. A drop kick is kicking the ball by the player who drops it and

kicks it as it touches the ground or as it is rising from the ground.

Place Kick

ARTICLE 4. A place kick is kicking the ball from a fixed position either on
the ground or on a tee. The ball may I:>e held in poss~ss.i()nby.any player of the
kicking team. If a tee is used, it may not elevate the bali's lowest point more than
two inches above the ground.

Free Kick
ARTICLE 5. A free kick is a kick made under restrictions which prohibit

either team from advancing beyond establishedr~straining lines until the ball is
kicked.

Kickoff

ARTICLE 6. A kickoff is a free kick which starts each half and follows each
try-for-point, or field goal and must be a.pla.ce kick or a". drop kick. A kickoff
following a safety may be a punt, drop kick, or place kick.

Scriml11~ge Kick

ARTICLE 7. A scrimmage kick is a kick by Team A during a scrimmage
down before team possession changes. It is l'I1adeuhder which
prohibit either team from advancing beyond established
ball is kicked.

Section 13. Return Kick

ARTICLE 1. A return kick is a kick by a player of the team in possession
after change of team possession during a down and is a legal kick.

Section 14. The Neutral Zone

ARTICLE 1. The neutral zone is the spaCe between the two free kick lines
during a free kick and between ~he two lines of scrimmage during a scrimmage
down and is established when the. ball is ready fQr pl.1:!-Y.

Section \15. Encroachment

ARTICLE 1. Encroachment denotes the position of aplayer,exceptthe
Snapper or the kicker and holder of a place kick for a free kick,anypa"rtbf Whose
person is beyond their scrimmage line qr their restraining line anytime after the
ready for play signal and before the ball is put in play.
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Section 17

Section 16. Passes

Passes
ARTICLE 1. PassiQg th~ball is thrqwing it. A. pass cOQtinu~s to b~ a pass

until caught, int~rcepted, or the 1Ja.1I bepqme::; d~a.d.

Forw(ird and Backward Pass
ARTICLE 2. A forward pass is a live ball thrown toward the opponents' end

line. Abackward pass is a live bpll throWn toward or parall~l.toJheppsser'send
line. A pass continues to be a pass until it is paught or r~povered byaplayer.or
becomes dead.

~e.ctiolll'7 .Pellalty

ARTICLE 1.. A penalty is a. loss imposeqbyrule upoQa. team which has
committed a foul.

SectiQI11$.. .. ReDJ.()ying th~Fl~g
ARTICLE 1. When the flag is Cleanly taken from. a ball carrier the dowh

shall end and the ball is deClared dead. A player who removed theflagfr6m the
ball carrier should immediatelYhqlq. the. flagaboye his head to assist the official
in locating the spot where the ca.pture occurred.

ARTICLE 2. In an attempt to remove a flag from a ball carrier, defensive
players may contact the body and shoulders of an opponent with their hands, but
not their or anypartof their head,A qef~nsiv~ play~r may not hold, push, or
knock the ball carrier down in an attempt to remove the flag.

ARTICLE 3. The flag may b~ qroppeq a.t Jhe spot of capture by the defense
with no penalty. A defensive player may leave his feet to secure a flag.

Section 19. Scrimmage

Scriml11age
ARTICLE 1, A scrimmag~i~ the iQterplay of the two team::; during a down

in which play begins with a snap,

Scrimmage Line
ARTICLE 2. The scrimmage line for each team is the yard-line .and its

vertical plane which passes through thepointof the ball nearest its own goal line.
An offensive player is on the line of scrimma.geWhen facing the opponent's goal
with the line of the shoulders approximately parallel to the scrimti)ageJineand
with the head breaking the plane of an imaginary line.drawn through thewaistlihe
of the snapper and parallel to the line of scrimmage. Defensiveplayersrnust
remain one yard off the ball (line of scrimmage) until ball is snapped.
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Section 20

Stance
ARTICLE 3. All players of both the offense and the defense may take any

stance. Players' hands on their knees is permissible.

Backfield Line
ARTICLE 4. The backfield line is a vertical plane one yard behind and

parallel to the scrimmage line of the offensive team.

Section 20. Shift
. ARTICLE 1. A shift is a simultaneous change of position by two or more

offensive players after the ball is ready-for play for scrimmage and before the next

snap.

Section 21. Snapping the Ball

ARTICLE 1. Snapping the ball (a snap) is handing or passing it back from
the position on the ground. In a legal snap, the movement must be a quick and
continuous motion of the hand or hands during which the ball actually leaves the
hand or hands. The ball may not be raised to more than a 45 degree angle at the
snap and the long axis of the ball must be at right angles to the scrimmage line.
Must pass through snappers legs, snapper facing down field.

Section 22. Spots

Enforcement Spot
ARTICLE 1. An enforcement spot is the point from which the penalty for a

foul is enforced.

Previous Spot
ARTICLE 2. The previous spot is the point from which the ball was last put

in play.

Succeeding Spot
ARTICLE 3. The succeeding spot, as related to a foul, is the point at which

the ball would have been put in play if that foul had not occurred.

Dead Ball Spot
ARTICLE 4. The dead ball'spot is the point at which the ball last became

dead.
Spot of the Foul

ARTICLE 5. The spot of the foul is the point at which that foul occurs. If
out-of-bounds between the goal lines it shall be the intersection of the nearer
inbounds line and the yard-line, extended, through the spot of the foul.
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Section 23

.Out-of-Bounds Spot
ARTICLE 6. The out-of-bounds spotis the point at which the ball becomes

dead because of going or being declared out-of-bounds.

Inbounds Spot

ARTICLE 7. The inbounds spot is theintersectiorfof the nearerinbounds
line and the yard-line passing through the dead ball spot, or the spot where the
ball is left in a side zone by a penalty.

Section 23. Team and Player DesignatioJ)$

Offensive and Defensive Team

ARTICLE 1. The offense is the team in PO$$EI$sion.Atsuchtimeth.e
opponent is the defense. Team A is the team which puts the ball in play. The
opponent of Team A, the team which does not put the ball in play, is Team B.

Kicker
ARTICLE 2. The Kicker is any player who makes a punt, drop kick or place

kick.

Lineman and Backfieldman
ARTICLE 3. A lineman is any player on his scrimmage line when the ball is

snapped; a back is any player who is at least one yard behind that line when the
ball is snapped.

Passer

ARTICLE 4. The passer is the playerwho has thrown a legal forward pass.
He remains the passer while the ball is in flight.

Player
ARTICLE 5. A player is anyone of the participants in the game.

Ball Carrier
ARTICLE 6. The ball Carr.jer is a player in possession of a live ball.

Snapper
ARTICLE 7. The Snapper is the player who snaps the ball.

Substitute
ARTICLE 8. A substitute is a replacement for a player or a player vacancy.

Disqualified Player
ARTICLE 9. A disqualified player is one who becomes ineligible for further

participation in the game.
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Section 24

Section 24. 1iipping

ARTICLE 1. Tripping is USil1g the lower lag o(foot to obstrllct an oppOnent(including the ball carrier) below the knee. .
. .

Section 25. YardIine

ARTICI,.E 1. A yardline is a line in the field of play parallel to the end line
between the goal lines.

Section 26. Deflagging

ARTICLE 1. Deflagging is the legal removal of a flag of an opponent in
possession of the ball. pushing,strikipg, h9ldirg, 9r slapping are not permitted.
Defensive player may leave feet to secure Flag. Offensive Player may not protector Guard Flags. Penalty:10yards. .


